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Course Coordinator:
Full Name: 

Course Lecturer:
Full Name:  Zina Adil Chaqmaqchee
D\POB:11-4-1983/ Hawler

Information about the Lecturer
Degrees Obtained: 
BA 
	MA 
PG cert

Contact Info:
Work Place; Soran University, College of Basic Education, Dept. of Kurdish Language

Email: zina.ismail@soran.edu.iq / zchaqmaqchee@gmail.com 
Cellphone:    /



Course Overview:
       This course emphasizes basic grammar and focuses on sentence structure. There are 12 units in the book, each one focusing on a particular area of grammar, vocabulary, reading, speaking and writing. The material is organized in grammatical categories, such as verb tenses, questions, conditionals, passive voice. Each unit has the same format consisting of two facing pages. The grammar point is presented and explained on the left-hand page and the corresponding exercises are on the right. At the back of the book there is a key to check the answers to the exercises. There are Grammar references and pair work activities at the back of the book. These include irregular verbs, and wordlist.

Course Objectives:
(This course will help students to …)
	Write accurate simple and compound sentences using the grammatical structures studied in the course; apply the structures to their own writing.

Identify and use basic syntax using simple and progressive tenses.
	Develop and expand an understanding of the English language as it is spoken and used well enough to analyze and discuss sentences intelligently.

Identify weakness in grammar and to help eliminate those weaknesses.
	Review fundamentals of grammar and usage.




SYLLABUS (ANNUAL PLAN)
New Headway  
                    

Weeks
Topics Covered
Week One
Past, present, future and Questions
Week Two
Reading and speaking (A blind date)/ Vocabulary (social expression)
Week Three
Present simple/continuous, have/have got
Week Four
Collocation / Tales of two cities
Week Five
Past tense/ past continuous
Week Six
Past forms/ The man with the golden gun
Week Seven
Quantity and Articles
Week Eight
Food/ Markets around the world
Week Nine
Verb patterns/ future intention
Week Ten
-ed/ing adjectives/ Brat Camp
Week Eleven
What…like/ comparative and superlative
Week Twelve
Talking about towns/ London the world in one city

Exam
Week Thirteen
Synonyms and antonyms in conversation
Week Fourteen
Present perfect and past simple
Week Fifteen
Davina Moody, Drama Queen
Week Sixteen
word endings
Week Seventeen
have to/ should/ must
Week Eighteen
Jobs for the boys…and girls'/ discussion
Week Nineteen
Words that go together
Week twenty 
Time clauses/ first conditional
Week twenty one
Travel addicts' –an article/ Hot verbs-make ,do, take, get
Week twenty two
Passives

Exam
Week twenty three
verbs and nouns that go together/ A discovery and invention that changed the world
Week twenty four
Second conditional-If
Week twenty five
Literal phrasal verbs/ super volcano
Week twenty six
Discussion- giving advice
Week twenty seven
Present perfect continuous/ present prefect simple versus continuous 
Week twenty eight
Social expression/ In her father's footsteps'
Week twenty nine
Exchanging information
Week thirty
Seminars
 







Textbooks adopted: 

John. & Soars, L. (2007). New Headway. Great Clarendon, Oxford.


Recommended Reading Materials:
Clarke, S. (2008).Macmillan English Grammar in Context. Oxford.


Exam/Grading System

Exam/Grading System
%
Semester Average
40%
Quizzes 
10 %
Class participation 
10 %
End of Semester Test
20 %
Final Exam
60%




Course Policies

Full preparation on your part and a dutiful preview will ensure your success in the subject. 
	Late paper will not be accepted in case you ask for extending the due date and may be subject to lower grades.
	There will be no make-up for any type of exam, except in case you have medical report. 





Attendance & Participation  

Attending all sessions with full preparation and active participation in class.
	Regular attendance in lecture is required and extremely important. 
	Make sure to contact the Head of the Department if you need to miss class for health issue. It is your responsibility to find out what work you have missed.

Quizzes 

A quiz is a sudden 5-10 minutes short test that examines students’ understanding of the discussed topics in the class. Students are expected to attend quizzes WITHOUT prior notification. There will be no make-up for missed quizzes. Each week, before starting the lecture, the quiz will be done.





Sample Questions
Read the passage then choose the correct answer.                                                              
  Naval architects never claim that a ship is unsinkable, but the sinking of the passenger-and-car ferry Estonia in the Baltic surely should have never have happened. It was well designed and carefully maintained. It carried the proper number of lifeboats. It had been thoroughly inspected the day of its fatal voyage. Yet hours later, the Estonia rolled over and sank in a cold, stormy night. It went down so quickly that most of those on board, caught in their dark, flooding cabins, had no chance to save themselves: Of those who managed to scramble overboard, only 139 survived. The rest died of hypothermia before the rescuers could pluck them from the cold sea. The final death toll amounted to 912 souls. However, there were an unpleasant number of questions about why the Estonia sank and why so many survivors were men in the prime of life, while most of the dead were women, children and the elderly.
1-One can understand from the reading that ----.
a-139 people managed to leave the vessel but died in freezing water.
b- naval architects claimed that the Estonia was unsinkable.
c- most victims were trapped inside the boat as they were in their cabins.
2- It is clear from the passage that the survivors of the accident ----.
a- helped one another to overcome the tragedy that had affected them all.
b- were mostly young men but women, children and the elderly stood little chance.
c- helped save hundreds of lives.
3- According to the passage, when the Estonia sank, ----.
a- there were enough lifeboats for the number of people on board.
b- there were only 139 passengers on board.
c- few of the passengers were asleep.


II/ Give advice to the following problems. Use Modals to form the sentences.                            
a-Their car is making a funny noise.
b-I think I've twisted my ankle.
c-I've got an exam next week, and I'm really nervous.
d- She argues a lot with her teachers.
e-His computer's behaving very strangely.

III/ Correct the following sentences.                                                                                             
1-The love is more important than money.
2-What you like to drink?
3-I think to present my research paper soon.
4-She travels to Paris tomorrow about her study.
5-Canada was colder that I expected.
6-What Hawler like?




